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Non-dwarf Items
in this Episode


§ Eöl wants Nan Elmoth. Thingol seems disinclined to give it
to him. Eöl questions the extent of Thingol’s kingship. Eöl
may have already met the dwarves.
§ Sauron (and Thuringwethil?) meet with Shelob. Evil plans
are hatched (or something). The ambiguous fate of
Ungoliant is discussed.
§ Technically, the Petty-dwarves and Menegroth are in the
next episode – we’re just meeting the dwarves here.

Divisions of Dwarves


§ The dwarves of the Blue Mountains are Broadbeams and Firebeards (not
Durin’s folk).
§ Cf ‘Of Dwarves and Men’ HoME XII: The Peoples of Middle Earth

§ Broadbeams and Firebeards should have complementary traits, and not be
in conflict with one another (though different).
§ Nogrod is to the south of Belegost, and has more traffic with the elves in
our stories. The dwarves of Belegost show up for the battles. The two
cities will have to be distinguished visually by strikingly different
architecture.
§ Petty Dwarves are exiled dwarves from the various clans, rather than a
separate race of smaller dwarves. The name is derogatory and clearly
given by outsiders…why not other dwarves?

§
§
§
§

§
§

Dwarrow Culture


Despite the long distances separating dwarvish strongholds, dwarves
maintain a strong ‘us vs them’ mentality when dealing with nondwarves.
Language is preserved and changes glacially slow, so all dwarves can
speak Khuzdul to one another, simply having ‘dialects’ for the different
locations.
Will our female dwarves have beards? And will all dwarves have
impressive beards like the Longbeards?
Haerangil: I always thought of the Firebeards as a more “Celtic" clan,
more aggressive and warlike and the Broadbeams as a more “Finnish"
clan, more silent, dark and into mystery or magic - to distinguish both
from the more Germanic or Norse Longbeards - also in terms of clothes
and bearing.
Dwarves develop their own math/numbers (and writing) system
before contact with elves.
Marielle: I think we can show dwarves having vast trading networks
that connect their different settlements and kingdoms long before men
do, and cultural blending tends to follow trade.

Dwarf Characters

Whom do we need to meet?
§
§
§
§
§

Telchar (weaponsmith)
Gamil Zirak (Telchar’s master)
Azaghâl, Lord of Belegost
Naugladur, Lord of Nogrod
Others?

The First Meeting of
Elves and Dwarves


§
§
§
§

§

Nobody dies! But the elves are wondering, ‘Who are these ugly
short people? Are they evil?’
Melian sends Mablung on a scouting mission, so his first encounter
with the dwarves is contrasted with Beleg’s first encounter with
the orcs.
The dwarves could already be engaged in a fight against the orcs
when the elves discover them.
Haakon: Eöl could be the first to encounter the dwarves. He could
come to Thingol and tell him about the dwarves and want Nan
Elmoth as a reward for finding allies, or Mablung could find the
dwarves and be surprised to find that they can speak some
Sindarin. This is because Eöl has already met them and they have
learned from him.
Also, the dwarves have already met the elves on the other side of
the Blue Mountains – they can mention the Nandor before their
return

§

Petty Dwarves
(for next time)


What it says on the tin – they’re petty, take offense easily, and hold grudges literally
forever.
§
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Haakon: They won’t lend you their hammer. They ask when you’re ever going to repay the debt from yesterday
afternoon. They remind you constantly of the time a hundred years ago when you accidentally stepped on their
toes in the dark.

Maybe they don’t have beards, or have severely trimmed beards, to differentiate them
from other dwarves? Alternately, they could just be bedraggled unkempt outlaw looking
dwarves. [In the text, Mîm has a beard.]
Brian Dimmick: Do we want to portray the petty-dwarves as sympathetic and
misunderstood by the other dwarves (and elves), or do we want to show them as
unfriendly and antisocial folk who got exiled for a reason and deserve their petty name?
Forth Dauntless: Wandering dwarves who are anti-social to the usual crafting, mining and
building activities of dwarves. As a result of this, we see them branded as petty by the
other dwarves, who find their lack of craftsmanship to be unnatural and an offense
against Aulë
The dwarves of the Blue Mountains, not the Elves, kick the Petty Dwarves out of
Menegroth.
§

Can the leader of the Petty Dwarves who shakes his fist and vows to hate the usurpers forever remain
nameless? There was resistance to ‘Mîm son of Mîm son of Mîm’ and we can’t have a 500 year old dwarf.
Alternately, Mîm could be a title (perhaps meaning ‘father’), not a name.

Questions for Next Time

§ So, what actually happens in the next episode?
§ What is Cirdan up to?
§ Do we get battles with the orcs? How does Boldog
distinguish himself?
§ Do we want to check in on the Noldor?

